


ECLIPSE
Length: 21.07 metres (69' 2")
Beam: 4.90 metres (16' 1")
Draft: 1.53 metres (5')
Number of Guests: 4
Number of Crew: 2
Built: 2008
Refit: 2016
Builder: Azimut
Flag: Italian
Hull Construction: GRP
Hull Configuration: Planing hull
Air conditioning, WiFi connection on board

With its elegant and sleek design Azimut 62S Eclipse, 21
meters, embodies the perfect encounter of technique, space
and design. This vessel boasts enough space and amenities to
provide a luxury stay to up to 4 guests.

Embellished with leather and wood details, Azimut 62S Eclipse
has three rooms, one reserved for the stewardess, therefore
two available for the guests: a spacious stateroom with
bathroom and a VIP stateroom bow side with twin bed
convertible in two single beds and bathroom. All the rooms
boast air conditioning and SAT TV with SKY channels. The
large salon area with sunroof has a comfortable sofa with
table that can function as dining table, 42” TV with SKY

channels and Bose bluetooth sound system.

Azimut 62S Eclipse offers an outdoor table with a cozy sofa
stern side and a large lounge area bow side. The beach to the
stern is very spacious, allowing for easy access to the water.
The tender is parked into the vessel's inside garage.

The crew is composed by the captain and the
stewardess/cook.
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SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of Guests: 4
Number of Cabins: 2
Cabin Configuration: 1 Master + 1 Vip (convertible)
Bed Configuration: 1 King + 2 Single (convertible in one
double)

EQUIPMENT
Engines: 2 X CAT C18 1015HP
1 x Generator 20 KWh
Cruising Speed: 20 knots
Fuel Consumption: 220 Litres/Hr

WATERSPORTS
Tenders + Toys: Tender 3,40 mt with 15HP outboard
SUP
iAQUA
Snorkeling equipment



LAYOUT



Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.


